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SKYSCAPES OUTDOOR FLOORING

Skyscapes originally started as an installation company and
developed into a wholesaler of a variety of modular decking products.
This hands-on experience gives our team a unique understanding of
the functionality of the products we sell and which modular decking
system will best suit your project.
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ABOUT US  

Skyscapes stocks a wide variety of unique, convenient outdoor flooring
solutions of the highest quality, for the most competitive price.
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PORCELAIN  PAVERS   

Why Choose Skyscapes
for Porcelain  Pavers?

If a clean, modern look is your
style, you’ll love our Porcelain
Structural Pavers. 
 
These condo bylaw compliant
porcelain pavers come in ten
stunning colours so you can truly
customize the look of your
rooftop flooring. 
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APPLICATIONS
PORCELAIN  PAVERS   

You can use our Porcelain Pavers and Pedestals
system in a wide range of outdoor projects

Rooftops
Terraces
Decks
Patios

Balconies
Verandas
 Porches
Swimming Pools
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PORCELAIN  PAVERS   

Midnight
Black

Ash
Grey

Grey
Moon

Dapper
Tan

Volcanic
Sand

Sand
Stone

Cinder
Grey

COLORS AVAILABLE 
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PORCELAIN  PAVERS 

Our modular floating deck system works over an existing rooftop
deck, a membrane roof, a sloped asphalt surface or a cracked
concrete patio, so you don’t have to damage your existing space
in order to create a more appealing outdoor haven.

The adjustable height pedestals allow you to hide unsightly
wires, hoses, or anything else underneath your new rooftop patio
so your simple, stunning solution doesn’t skimp on practicality.
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PORCELAIN  PAVERS

WHY CHOOSE OUR PORCELAIN
PAVERS?

Quick and easy outdoor flooring installation

Wide range of colour choices to align flawlessly
with your decor

Beautiful, modern appeal that will set your home
or business apart from the rest

Easy to remove for roof or patio maintenance

Customizable decking height with adjustable
pedestals

Low-profile style offers flush integration with
door thresholds and railing height restrictions

Approved for use by most condominium
association boards

Sustainable option that lasts for years to come
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PORCELAIN HIGHLIGHTS   

Low
Maintenance

Stain
Resistance

Impact
Resistance

Slip
Resitant

High Wear
Rating

Freeze Thaw
Resistant



No  glue ,  nails ,  grout ,  or  staples  necessary ;  tiles  are

securely  fastened  to  the  structural  pedestal  system  deck ,

leaving  your  roof  and  balcony  floor  untouched  and

aligned  with  condo  bylaws .  You  can  even  bring  your  deck

with  you  when  you  move !  We  only  trust  the  best  in  the

industry  to  support  our  outdoor  decks  and  balconies .  
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PRODUCT GUIDE
PORCELAIN INSTALLATION  
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PRODUCT GUIDE
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
PEDESTALS   

Our adjustable height pedestals are used
to support pavers, beams and bearers in
the construction of roof terraces,
pedestrian walkways, roof gardens and
platforms.

Heavy duty, adjustable, and lightweight

Adjustable in height from 3/8” - 48” inches

Reduces sound transmission

Increases heat insulation.

Adjustable Height
Pedestals 

Used with granite, marble, precast concrete,
Ipe tiles as well as industrial gratings.

Hollow internal core allows additional ballast
such as cement infill if required.

Manufactured from 100% recycled or clear
virgin plastics.
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PRODUCT GUIDE
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
PEDESTALS   

The fixed height pedestal is low profile
pedestal that connects into the corner of 4
unique pavers, holding the tiles evenly
and providing enough rise to allowing the
surface below to drain in any direction.

Adjustable by using roofing materials as shims

Cost-effective

Disperse weight over a 6-inch footprint

Pins in pedestals allow Ipe Pavers to click into
place

Fixed Height
Pedestals
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PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

Available Sizes

23.50” x 23.50”
600 x 600mm

23.75” x 47.75”
600 x 1200mm

Dimensions

Weight / Unit

36 LB 72 LB

Thickness
3/4"

20mm
3/4"

20mm

Weight / Sqft

Units / Pallet

9 LB 9 LB

30 pcs 30 pcs
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PRODUCT GUIDE
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
PEDESTALS   

Pedestal Installation
Guide
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PRODUCT GUIDE
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Technical Specifications


